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Penny Hudgens

From: Becky Crockett

Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2023 2:30 PM

To: Penny Hudgens

Subject: FW: Arizona Ranch Road RV Park

Hi Penny:  Can you post this comment for the Planning Commission? thanks 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: Craig Kellison <kellison@hotmail.com>  

Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2023 1:19 PM 

To: Becky Crockett <crockettb@co.curry.or.us> 

Subject: Arizona Ranch Road RV Park 

 

My wife and I own a home at 37161 Arizona Ranch Road.  We are not NIMBYs, but found the Application and Staff 

Report notably wanting in addressing the concerns of the Elk Herd that reside on the Applicant’s property.  Yes, the herd 

roams the nearby Myrtle Creek drainage, but the Applicant’s property is where it resides and spends over 50% of its 

time. This is not a new phenomenon, since the herd has always nightly bedded and grazed at the Motel property for 

over 50 years based on my personal experience. The Motel operations did not interfere with the herd’s activity, but the 

proposed RV park would consume the entire grazing area.  If nothing else, staff should seek advice from State Wildlife 

and from the State Park Service Thank you 

 

PS.  We did not receive any Public Notice of this Application or Hearing.  

Craig & Neilda Kellison 

 

Sent from my iPhone 



14 February 2023

Curry County Planning Division
94235 Moore St.,Ste 113
Gold Beach, OR 97444
RE: Conditional Use Application AD-2228

Director Crockett,

I am reaching out as a community member and county resident to express my concern with the
proposed 31-space RV park near Arizona Beach State Park. The proposed site, as well as the
State Park and creeks surrounding it, are an important wildlife corridor for the elk, bear and
other creatures that share this area. Wildlife corridors serve as traveling avenues for wildlife
species between two similar yet fragmented habitat areas, and provide important sources of
food, water, and cover for many species. In this case, the proposed development will disrupt this
corridor and inhibit access by wildlife.

Further, the proposed site is adjacent to land classified as “wetlands.” Wetlands are covered by
water—salt, fresh, or somewhere in between—and function as their own distinct ecosystem;
they provide habitat for thousands of species of aquatic and terrestrial plants and animals. They
also provide the benefit of buffering seasonal water flows that may otherwise cause erosion or
flooding issues. The proposed site packs 31 RVs, a laundromat, general store, showers,
restrooms, and more into a tiny 5 acre parcel adjacent to critical wetlands and riparian areas.

31 RV sites means 50+ vehicles and 50+ humans and everything that comes with it: traffic, fire
rings and fire risk, noise, light pollution, garbage, human waste, and more. Has there been any
evaluation as to how the wastewater from this site would impact the environment and wildlife?
From what I have read, all attempts at septic systems on this site have failed in the past; given
this, it is hard to understand how the County would approve this application without a proper
septic evaluation.

It is also difficult to understand how this tax lot was ever zoned as Rural Commercial (RC) given
its unique location; this zoning does not fit within the local character of this remote, rural area.
This wildlife corridor has thrived because of the very low human footprint adjacent to Myrtle
Creek and Mussel Creek; approving this conditional use permit directly puts that at risk.

There are plenty of other spaces to build RV parks in the county where they belong: in or near
cities. Let's preserve the rural and natural character of our rugged and beautiful coast that we all
love and enjoy.

I look forward to providing in-person comments on this matter this Thursday, February 16th at
the public hearing.

Respectfully
Julia Farina


